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Jacksonville, Alabama, Wedneday, October 29,1941.
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Laboratory School
Publishes Bulletin

Recent Operation

'Teacher Training
Problems' Compiled
For Present Use
Extension Field
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meatin cri field &Iso emphasize
the Prillue d th+ me in learning.
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Dr. CWa Weisbupt, J. F. Pence,
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&&rdesWoaioo at an early hour.
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Conservation
EDUCATION& EXHIBITS
W D MOVIgs ATl%bGW
INTERESTED GROWS

ment of the sck001. CW#U~d d eration i s to be given b the p m e n t
edition, with the hope th-t with
additienal material, the bulletin
may be publfshed fop we at other
colleges.
Various topla taken up la the
booklet are studfes of prerequisites.
methods of induction. student load
paralleling the work time allowance for student teaching; &cuLtton of laboratQry schM and dlege; child study and pupil growth:
record @stem for Whing; evaluation.
The compiling of the bulletin was
accomplished by the following
working lo coplmittees, all members of the Labcmtery School stdi:
Mimes =el
Randolph, Emily
Gaodlett, L ~ l i a e Bullw@, Ferrell
Bolton,
Huger, Ethel Id%cheu, Fknnie B W , DQU*
OlSen,
Maude Wright, Wgtc Agnew, Sue
Keller; &hrdsmes Bfrdie W. McC I d n and Jane D. BeIft, and Mr.,
I
E. J* lAalawa,

that an -190inter&& might
avail t h e d v e s of the op&rtunity to continue their cdlege

work.
The courses now being oKered
HsWS a6 follows:
and tour-thirty.
AttaUa: Dr. R. P. Felgar, history,
One of the spectacular events of
TuMday at 8:30, City School.
We'd like to hand some the week was an exhibit of the
GBdsden: Dr. EL. P. Felgar, hisTrain
at
the
Seaboard
All-Forestry
sort of button to THE
tory, Thursday at 230, Court
ANMSTOM !l!IMB& IIrs depot on October 29rd. Thbe first
House. TI& dass has developed in
a jam-up g 0 0 dl weekly, All Forestry train in the South is
a short period into one of the largbeing
operated
now
by
the
&aserving this coontgr
est ever ofimd.
surrounrllng o n e s This board Railway on an enhibition
Mr. R S. Funderburk. geography,
papar has olrewly beem tour through the States of Vlralternntiqf Saturdays .t 9:30 A.
ginia,
North
Carolina,
Sou.$
Campraised, as is ib due, by
M., Court House.
muah more authatlWive lina. Georgia, A l a b acn a, and
Dr. H. B. Mock, English, alternatcritiw. Becognlze@ as one Florida. Ttrese exhibits show the
ing Saturdays at @:aA. M., Court
benefits
that
can
be
derived
from
of the best of its kina in
House.
the state and the Soutb, forests, and the damage caused by
Cherokee Wunty: Dr. Samuel
Its edLtor and publisher fires. The U. S. Forest Service, a d
Thmpoon, Dr. C h a Welshaupt,
Oharles D o b b k is to be State and Ex.tenslon Formtry DeM b Douglas Okn-mbjecta in
highly commended. Read parhnenbs are cooperating in its
cm~e~tim
with reguIar teacher's
aperatkin.
il;;.reaa its editorials.
meetings.
& the first car ai fhe Forestry
-0Eemm Dr. J. D.Austin, Tests and
In THE TIMES, we tb'aia was sbswh the many reMeasurements,
Sat, City School
mtketl tbat the @k are sources of the Sautb. The BnyrorMr. C. C, Dillon, Cormmunifg ReW t r O g tbdr n d s ill a tatrce at the forest to everyo= cmcreation, Saturday, City School.
&inling "V" &a#e, sym- mned was emphasized h w . TRe
Clanton: Mr. J. M. And-,
two
farmer
has
his
part
in
the
work;
W i n g you know what.
wurst%
in history, Satwday.
It just goes to show you he cuts the tQnbar and sends it to
Asbland: Mr. Leon McCIuer, two
Dr. W. J. Calvert, amdate prothat wmgp. a n gpoint mill, and in return he gelets h5s farm fessor of Fnglfsh -a,
was guest courses in geography, Sqturday.
mls
from
the
very
wood
he
sent
themaelves with almost
Dadtyille: Mr. Leon McCluer.
speaker at a m e e t i i of the Annisanything and come W- off. The sportsman uses the wood wn Business and Pmfeasi~nalWom- geapsphy, Saturday, to be orin
his
fishing
equipment
and
in
his
ing through beau-.
.gadzed.
a r a e r y practice. ' 3%
community en's Club, Tuesday evening, Oc-0'Wedowee: Mr. J. M. Andem, two
21.
tober
Fronea who have as a whole uses products of the
courses
in histay, Thursday atter"What
Are
We
Defend&,"
was
met with and profit@ by forest to byild barns, houses ete. the subject on which Dr. Calvert noon. Tests and Measurements and
Even
the
school
c
u
d
h
a
hie
gart,
,the wp on .the corner, be
Community Recreation are to be
h desks, paper, and t@ss spoke, and tt was lauded as "an given,
more wutlous when run- in that t
a2so.
excellent
disoounre
on
National
ning face to
wiUl the he u w are made of wood. Ragon Defense."
(See EX!IENSION, Page 4)
cloth
made
from
wood
fibre
was
'stop slgns scatbeired over
'+WII.Law enforcement aLso on display here,
In the second car a p r o k t d and
iq' tightening up, whieb is
an u n p d c t e d forest was contrastaa it should be-shdd
have been long before. ed. In the unprotected area, the
The eye of the lnvRr h 00 trees were badly burned and scaryou, ond if you fail to red; the small trw were kni~sing;
and no seeds were on the mound.
ston, you'll feel the
All the pine straw and leaves were
M aa arm of the lawsnd y.au can't jw slip in- burned. Bones of wild animals were
( f 5 ~FORESTRY M,
PMe 4)
to mend, then puU 0mr-.
We Wed that--it
aiwt work ~e mas an
Onae9*
~ x Q
otiiar, and we went
our ww with our 1-n
leamad jm a6 if it had
m, wkkh it d l next
One of &e biggest events in the
i l m ~
but tharu nat be.
fall quarter ac~uffeda short time
We weren't paid to ~ l t z g ago when tfie seniur class elected
for music teachers, hut its officers for the year. RwP:&zi t gust appears from here ed as the leaders of the group a d
that a woman is in her as outskanding s t u W t s on the cam. most beautiful place seat+ pus, them individuals have received at a piano. me sweet- ed one of the highest honors conn e a the *-,
the ferred on them during theif four
beauty of music. seem to years of college. Commandins a
emphasize Wese qualities position of respect and high regard,
in that sex, when l o w the new officers will find theplmusiu is produced by selves looked u p ~ nas guides for
loveliness. (Warn them their clammates in Wse important
school terms to MOW
and as the
all rush: toward a pi-0.3
living examples on whZch iresh-thing
is ta be aP- men and sophomores may mold
themselvm.
predate@ and ad
t e e Hoaea, Jr. of Piedmont hW
i t comes under the r o d
head of art4 If it ranked been designated preafdent; BW
w I*rusn Wwaru a p~rprrv.~ mxJLuw1 wr1ua C V L V Y V I T
-0livlng examples on whZch fresh-thing
is ta be aP- men and sophomores may mold
themselves.
predate@ cLnd ad
t e e Ronea, Jr. of Piedaaont hW
i t comes under the r o d
head'of art4 If it ranked been designated president; BW
aikder the sub-bead of mo- Friedman, Breene,~New Ywk, as
Members of the Teacola Staff pictared abuve a n , left to right: back
dern art, it b awed @tw d vice-president; Ruth Wilson, JackMonroe Ape, and Earl
Lea Henea, 3r.. Dr. WJ J. Calvert, fselllty ad
gmed u w n hi undemthnd- sonville, secretary and trt-a;
e Hendrlx. Others a
and
1 n g wcnlder&iw. Y o u Sally Kate Wester, Centre, repbrt bert Cbx. Coastance Moak, Charlotte Mwk, x
bur^. DoralhY Manohan. Mam ~amcaPattoll. ?JaI Fiplt BcoU UWc
h a w
what1 ma m a ? er

Dr. Calvert Speaks

-
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DR. C. W. ] D B ~ G E m
weeks am, but i t is
by menbers uf his' ftmilg that he is d*tinitelg &I the wad to rWvwy,
he will not leave the
and
hospital for m m a l weeks, he is
looking forwwd to hh return
home.
The Teacola has received gcoren
of -dries
about br. IEaugette
dncg he b m e ill, & it is widh
much 3 w m r e that tbh mesmge is give out. Dr. Daugette hs*
heen a @matcratlve farce in the.
development of the Wte !&achera
College, and fn the city of JacksaaviIle, It is mtliying to know
that he will W n resume hlo place
in the s h o d and community.

NOTICE
C l m D C e r t i i i o h oontinued
f o r experiemeed A l a b a m a
Teaahern AlWl3X January 1,
1942.
The i m n c e of Clnss D Certificates to p e r m w h ~have
held
Wnd
of Al!%bamqteamher certllicate wiU be continued even beyond Jamnary 1.
1942.
It is onIy beginning teachers
who conm under the regulatione, which call for the disconNMlanee of Class D Certitic*
tes alter January 1. 1942,

Newly Organized Teacala Staff For 1941-42
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am.

z ~ g e
faculty. Traveling by way of the
school Lvthe cbwes reached

their destination at an m l y bow.
Upon arrival, they were met by
State Inspectors, Kershaw and
Rhodes, of the State Health DepaPtment, who served as guides.
Visito were made to a meat-packing plant, a soit drink bottlfng
works, wveral dairies, and other
places related to the subjects which
the group is studying.
Included in those making fbe
trip were: Mr.
Mrs CaFl Huk,
Oneontag Monroe A g e + Monroeullle; Henrietta Shaspe, Julia Jane
Crumley. Birmingham; L e n n l e
Smith, Albertville; Eva J. Plunkett,
Born; Domthy Lane, Raek Mills;
Arlen King, Larene Guiaa, Grassvine; Huie Wilson, Woodland; R.
C. Smith, Wgah; Ethel Woose,
Altocna; Wilma WiUfamswr, Wedowe; Pauline MsAuley and Mrs.
W a r d s , Anniston; Burmar HaU,
Fyffe; Bernice D U I I C ~ ,S a r a
Thompson, Jacksonville; Eva McIntyre. H e i h ; Myrene Oliver,
Joppa; Ervin L..SMrey, Robertsdale: Paschi4 Kilrg, Alexander

city.
the trip
to the
classen. She has been one of the
let@on the campus in helpiag
forward the need for v i s u a l education.

Jela One Society

On October 17, Charlie Dobbins,
a t o p and p u b w e r of The Annioton Timen gave a most interesting
&Ik in asseplbly on. "Things I
Wish I Had Known." In his talk,
Mr. Dobbins s-ed
four particular points: First, the value
1ng friends in couege wi%
faculty md artudentP; second, the
value of doing thingtithings that
YOU enjoy a d that will widen
your wpe of knowledge; third,
the danger of under-cultivation;
fourth, the fear of failure-lack
of self-confidence.
As Abr. Dobbins explained, each
student ~IA a chsroom Bhould be a
distinct pemrrpHty and not just a
form sitting in the elassroom.
Trea$ureil of friendship are made
ln college. One reason the faculty
and students aren't any dbsrr together is that both feel k t he has
too much to do to bother with
making friends with the other, In
redtty, neither of them would miss
a few minutie's chat every day or

QYi

SO.

Doing odd, smaU jobs is a great
exgerlenee. Cant& is made with
..."lu..S

*Ahor.-

natu

u
.
s

vlluca.

111

redtty, neither of them would miss
a few minutie's chat every day or
SO.

Doing odd, smaU jobs is a meat
exgerienee. Cant& is made with
every kind of people.

Mr. Dobbln's

talk. was directed
to the student body, but the hculty
e&e$
a d p M e d by it as much
d the students.
a 35 rr

eorqe

1

'.

stii decided, make up yclur
minds td lfrrt
with your favorItP clan. Submit J O ~ tU
o their
bemva~ent e a t i c ~ n ~ ,V M ~ both
mom ~ E W W , investigate the
sit-m
and m k e your decision. '
With the coming d W .fwtbarll
and. hsbtball mies, the debate,
and 0 t h events, which we won't
menkbn now, the Sackkits need
Eive-wlre support end en&us'%,
Calhounrr and Morgan%! Put on
your most efficient thinkhg-caps.
Get every s t u d a t In school that
"ain't alreaqy got-" Make speedre&
not
rjQ* merely
lurespeak*
prospects
.but orate.
in Draw
your

ti
1"
'
?'
.4

I?

J

-'.?

%--

most cunnfng and appealing m a ner; Or US^ any other meam d
persuaaim emteivable, except, of
course, rat metings.

Mrs. Stapp pronounced

a graduate oi Haward College and

*.

m

05 Zre%hmen and
upperckmxnerr, several of whom arc
We%

Rush Ends Tnesday

d great value and inkrest

Students Hear
Chas. G. Dobbins

,

Thh Campafan is
be charted
by a mam meeting next M a y
morning, of all students in school.
At this time, in a gro~~ram
that is

Cr8fker,
going
to as
be wast tpagping
f n g asas HftIerts
a fireW, 8nd as Pmmaive as a poUticia's b
t ~ e c h the
,
~ W QSOcieties plan ta mahe their grand
and
a m w . ~t the close,
members of the two faations
look Zorwml to ewsllseniag the
o2d WIII~US with r W & g pcp
meeand legal Wrder.
Friday titternoon, November 1,
teams w5ll begin a seriw
of tau& fwtball game Much enUwsi*@~~ @expected and those '
who 60 M participate will farm
the cheering wtim fm their patron SWMY*Cheer W e r s are to
be Pelentad.
A p&e
of the "'poor" &I&.
men, tQ be staged at the ha& gives ,>'
pnnrrb of befag a very colorful
and ~ m h t a k d n g went. There's
bound ta be mu& spirit sbowa.
c- on, than! Put your support
h h . b d the Society you cater to,
and do Y W part to makc W s a
banner YIn the &tory ot t8e
M m s m s and tke Cabouns.
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- ~ Y V U ,

U t y adviser for

n4V-1.
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U1S

tErc group. The

follawbg elections were made:
Robert Cax, GuntwmUle, grasddwt: Bill G r b m , Red Bay, viceprepmde~t; Cardm Triplett, Gadsd m secretary; Henriptta Shave,
Birminbnm, treasurer; Juanita
Horton, Fort hpne, member of
the Social CQmmittW; C ~ W Brittalr. Alexandria rewrter.

1
.\4

Sophomores
Elect Officers
The sophomore clam hefd its
first meeting 'Pueaday, Qctaber 28,
with Mrs. C. R. Wmd, who fa the
fealty adviser for tErc group. The
followin8 e I + ~ bwere ma&
Robert Cax, Gwltqsvflle, grasddent: Bill Grbora, Red Bay, vicepresidetlt; C & m Triplett, Gads-
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EDITORIALS
War or Peace

A

Should we go to war with Germany or should
we remain isolated from all European*conflicts and
remain aloof from the rest of the world? These are
the questions that are most predominaat In tbe
mind of the average citieen of this corntry today.
Although the majority of the pe
this countrg
are in favor of aiding Britain
4liq and if
necessary going to war. there b& i''-:+t
is
&-ni
mpean
against our aiding Britain or!
affairs. The &olationists camp@*.* and
will tell you that we A d d *
f
~#i&q. 'exists
in Europe and that we should fRfa(i-'wW,kisinesa
They tell us that if Hktler wins Q; ld&f.it shodd
make no difference to us uincefle have nofiing to
fear being the United Stater vf America We have
a vast ocean as our fixst Une d defeme and we produce werytbfng we need in Qe way of m s , foodstafis, and other
products, A h , they tell
us that we are not going to have to fight Hitler;
Hitler, they insist, has no ambition in America. If
we ask about
trade that our country might lose
U Hiffer wins?
war, we a d o l d that we could
We would like to believe
still trade wi Germ-.
what these isqbationists tell us, but in view of present
day happenips we say that the belief of the bolationists is +surd. To show why we do not believe
a few facts which
in 'America could
we trade with
victor in this war.
war, they will have in lheir
the Eurogem continent,
Britain's ~oloniea,
ii the United States doesn't get them first, and Mil
,have unlimited trade relations with Japan, who would
probably control a great part of Asia. Moreover, the
Nazis would control supplies of f a clothing, and
tn~t'daona.in a l l of these countries. We realize that

*&

hrery now and then, editorials should emphasize
the lighter side of Me, or else the majority of people
will conceive the idea that serious thought should
always be directed toward only the dark or tiresome topics of war, depresston, and what and what
not should be changed about the common professions.
We are being constantly reminded of what we have
failed to do or thanked for something in which we
showed a half-hearted interest and allowed a more
enterprmg individual to a c t u w accompUsh the
task.
maLnw thDt there an a fsr tctfdtles
of a recreational nature that are worthy of our consideration, chiefly becauae there comes a time when
the mental powers seem no longer capable of h n c tioning and the physical demands an outlet-then.
it is that there should be a wholesane, diverting, entertalning amusement planned and directed in which
the weary student may relax for a few hours and be
strengthened to carry on his load As a means of receiving this mueh-needed recreation, we are hear*
in favor of the weekly tea-dances now in progress
at the college.
Not to each and all are we recommending the
tea-dances as the cure for all burdened-brain dferers, because there are a large number of youllg
people who for one reason or another do not care for/
or consciously object to dancing. But for the student
who finds prom-trotting a harmless means of enter-.
tainment and who feels that he can spare one hour
a week away from his studies, there is no place in
which he will be better chaperoned, where he will
be exmcted to observe the rules of good conduct,
and where he will join with his school-mates in enjoyable recreation than at these tea-dances.
We ~ - & e s tthat if you care to trip the light
fant+tic and have no scruples about doing so that
you come out to the Monday eveninp tea-prom.

Procrastination ,
Recently, one of our Local ministers preached a
very excellent sermon on the subject of procrastination, and it seemed to us as though every college student present, or marly every student, shrank a great
deal lower in his pew than he had formerly been
sitting. Of course, the speaker's Cogfc was of procrastination in religion. which might have been the
reason for the young peoples' decrease in statue,
but we rather think that the shrinkage was due to the
general waning of the subject.
If a list were made of college students' fiiulta,
procrastination, or '%putting it off," would probably
head the page. We're just drifters. In'face, our motto
seems to be "Never do today what you can do tomorrow." We let our studying ride along until the
very lmt moment, and then try to cram all the
knowledge that we are supposed to have gained over
a lengthy time b t o our heads in a few hours. Wsults
-headache, no real learning, and, more than likely.
bad grades.
It is really very much easier to study leisurely
as one progresses in class. We advise that everybody
try it sometime, and then attempt to carry on in the
same manner for your own sakes, for your grades'
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Her hollow-saddened face. So still
She hovered-lifeless like. A light
Wind softly kies'd her withered face
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Listen people, in dropping notes and ikms in the Grab Box, please
write them in a legible hand. There is a danger of e m b a r r d g mWaBes
coming from miareadbig m m scandal. We have an indistinguiabable hand
ourself in longhaad, as so many do. If youll write clearly, maybe even
pfint your items, there can be no slip-ups.
ELSIE KITTLES walks home by way of the railroad every afternoon
to pass a certain personpa house. She probably sines ''You Are My Suni
a h h " PQ she flih by
HAMMON waats to b o w where Church St,
.
is This W e can help him. By the way, she's learnlng to milk a cow for
hLs benefit, (some people learn to milk cows, others goats) but Bammon
makes another girl smile and tm'pink when he sits beside her in the
dining hall and yet he mys that six minutes from LORENE is six hours to
him
That Hammon is some more guy. It's reported W $responsible for
LONNIE CHILDERS' wearing lip stick &e entering college
EARL
CRAFT had better wateh his step, or 111 tell his eisler) Earl was coonected some way with the red nose Lonnie carried around awhile
Yep, bat
Lonnie hangs around the dining hall after lunch because of a tall senior
who works there.
Does MARY JAMES P A ~ O Nd z e that DENDP is l o n t h maqt
on some one in Weatherly
Tell as why ENELL AVgoes technicolor when a certain boy pulls up hls ch&ir at her table in the dining haK
He likes Chrfstmas trees (if there's, any connection there) ... Wha4 c a s e d
that stain on EVA %O" McMTYREsS hair? It all hppeae& comdng from
"YANKEE BILLD'~ m s
Birmingham on the bus, so "Doe" Wilson mid
to favor an Apartment Dorm fro& lately, ahd those who h o w CLEMMIE
EENDERSON don't blame him ... FRANK KELLY'S visU over Ihe weekend was the Wpratlon for HELEN MEADE'S lavish smiles
"DOT"
LANE has turned rather sophisticated, with the "uw' in her hair-dress
. . . "KATVORTON doesn'b mind sharing her q m y telephone aalW
sometimm, but i t aeeme that it's getting to be a habit
A ~ J Igirl conla
be iaitbful to a boy if she got three letters in one day from him sa ELLA
MAUDE PHILLIPS got from FORBES
CAPITOLA STANFIELD and EMMA LEE CRYER should1 be remind- I
, A couple often
ed that they are "bull m#'--or have tbey forgotten?
seen together are MARIE NEARS and JOHN H O D G E D ~ Qfact a little
too often . . . A cute freshman, SARA JO HARDWICS has really been
etepplng out h h l y . . . MARGARET SfMMS has a BISHOP and a JO& 4
DON to baptize her converts in; and it looks like her heart's desire is;
to convert FRED BRAMBLETT . . . Watch that fellow from Piedmont \
follow FERREL GAMBLE. What's his name?
Yes sir, MARY ANN
LANDEES gets abon-ding
one boy ap, dating another, and talking
intimately wi6h stkll another at the same time
"Crump" HONPlA and
FaANCIS WEAVER seem to be rather fond of each other
How do
these freshman girls expect la get a college education while dating high
Some cradlerockers at Weatherly.
mhool boys?
MARGARET DISHMAN commenting to Mr. SHIREY, "Oh Mr.
Shhfrey, you take my breath away." Did cupid have mything ta do wtth
that?
Everything else is being streamlined and brought up to the
last minute in modern appeal, so RUBY JO WILSON haa a good defid
tion of a 1941 wife . . . If iVs a small high veice you h*pu. calling,
iorr." don't be alarmed; because it's only a girl bechoning to that deal
ROBERT NAUGHER . . . Will the girl who was wlth "BAREFOOT' in
that heart-inriling timc communicate -mlly,
and not via phone, with
EVELYN JUSTICE. She is very much inteaested in the details of the
remains
Wonder where CATHERINE ASHMORE is planning on
golng since she hae a brand new fitted week-end bly. Lucky girl!
Some of the boys were worried about our gids leaving on a cenight a few w e e h back. 'Well, why *odd those boys worry as they never
date thd college girls anyway? One reason is that they can't? (Boys, do
we b o w whom we're talking about?)
There Is one boy in this acho01
that never minds hie own busheas. If he would, two girls would appreciSome one else knows one girl
ate it. (paid insertion by a ~ o p hgirl)
'
that changes her mind about how to act around s bop. He wondm ii it
works both ways.
It's noticable that JOSEPMNE CLABORN is wearing a new diamond,
one of those large ones, on her leit hand. SNOW SHERRER mu& havq
r e t u i i d to J'viUe . . . Maybe RUTH BAULDIN will soon learn not to
have two dates for the m e night . . . When pensive poetic-look& FRED
ERAMBLE'M' is annoyed and things aren't going to snit him, he bec~nes
mote distant, indifferent, and evasive tban ever
Speaking of him.

...

By FRED BRAMBLE=

There crouched, as if her frame
Enduring toils too great, she sat.
Her tousled-white-hair lies about

1
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London After The Jerries Have
Pounded Her

111
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...
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The mute morn slowly sheds its gown
pale-Of misty blur; the hLight dirnly mckers through the torn
And shattered ways while stms grow weak
And lastly close their eyes to sleep.
The gloomy shadow lifts it's hood.
And golden streams ot day resume
To flood the land in light. Through stench
And smoke, through torrid burning halls
Their weary feet pound. Frying-hot
~ r o p squench the leaping firey flames.
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The solitary fortress on
The isle, defying. godless breeds
Of savages wild, is standing rent
And battered, often robed in
A flaring-red flame's scorching wave
And marring black her grace. But yet
At dawn's break, hamered fapes set
With clenched jaws and sleepy-red
Eyes, limpingly creep through the gray
Dusk. Esrch is searching for a lov'd
One's face among the smoking ruins.

Olde
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Recently, the teachers and promective teachers
have been* as some ~ * p l eterm it* d e ~ ~ eon.
dMumum salaries have been lowered, parity with the color& teachers has been established (we do not resent
provided the standards of the colored teacher is
raised to ours instead of ours being lowered to theirs).
All this, and more too, has tended to divert people
Out Of the
proiession'
Now, we get to the point. How can we expect to
be recognized professionally until we turn our profedonal quality. To make t h i n e short, your writer
is opposed to the giving of a certificate by any college or university to any student or graduate who
is not mentally or otherwise able to do a creditable
job of teaching. By a creditable job, X mean a job
which will be e credit to the teaching profession
and to the institution attended.
Cases could be cited in which young men and
young women have been given certificates, and tbeg
turned out to be liabilities of the institutions and
profesgfons instead of assets. We as teachers and
prospective teachers, who hope to see -the teaching
standards raised and the instrtutiom helped by the
products turned out, earnestly believe that there
the dregs
*OUld be a method conceived by
can be gotten out. Why should we suffer because
others go out to represent our school and in turn
drag it down into the depths of the gutter--In the
long run the institution loses, the future graduates
are handicapped and the profwdon has a set of
shackles on, which is unbelievably powerful No
wonder we have progressed no further. No wonder
we have been stepped on--and the sad part of it is
that we w i l l soon be able to delnand more provided
we have unity and quality. Will we have the unity?
Will we have the quaUty? Both come through the
turning out of superior teachers. Both are possible.
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# morrw." We
we Will prePent as best we can a &w facts w
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p
will tar~iybwond a doubt that we in 'America could
pot s v e as kobt~oniptsnor cwld we trade with
Qempt~rif she were a victor in this war.

the whole

continent,
aobdes.
fhe UnlW States doesn't get tdtero first, and will
kve unlimited txa& ~-iaUona
with Jap~n,
who would
b3wba~ly -trd a great part of Asia Mowvet, the
'%&& WQUMeonfro) supplies of f d ,
and
muaitWm,in all of th- csunSP1Ps. We realize that
would ~ontinwdlybe t
a
w place in aU
& the c ~ ~ ~ g wcot.~~tri@~,
wd
but w i t h t hope of aid
$om us or anyone elm, these cotlpueed pespl
be kept un*
c m b l by sheer force
thFeat of Mge scale slaughter and starvation. Also,
; and perhaps an Imper&Plt factcrr would be tfie fact
that without hnwie8n help, South W ~ C
would
P
~erituallyfall Qto the hands of fhe Nmis or at least
.- Be so inilUeaced by the German agenb that
w u a have a tncmwly of Qade in these Lath
4 Anmican mungisg In exchange for their raw mate@&
would give thew countries suoh weless
@bgrjak pr&ks, weapon6 of a very low wlibre,
#d ~ W p even
a
some mouth o m . W e wuld not
#tiweat time Latin
counMq from tradpg with fhe W&S, m i a l l y since
of the
L&I
&mrk& hawe eomodWw which sra in
mt empetition with our own on the world
mPr$et. Bitlet, thepetwe, would offer to buy all the
g w d ~Bese e m t r i e s would sell him, and probably would igmm America. EVim if he did W e
wit& us, he would @ve Us finished ~ o d u &whi&
woull be worthks to u~ in ezehange for our foodotan8 raw materials. Hitla has always had a
,
desln to produce his own food-stuffs and indusWa1
materials, and he soon ma? be aMb to do so.
trade negotiatlom
H~weva.. t. even
with Gemnang would mean death to the American
farm J government. -any
k b g underhanded
as 8hL? is in her trade ner$oaioffons aad always breaking her *~~
pledges- oi honor" would soon force
a w &tire kpstem of ecammies a d our governmental
policy to &mgt in sueh a way sa as to muse our
-.
gqvernrpent to
like Genmauy's. We would
bak to let thc state contsol budnoss instead of the
Wvidual; then democracy will have W e n and a
I
i o ~ mof sockUsm tirim. We wedd have to have a
a government like ( f e r m a m in mder to trade with
her. Nevartheless, even if America maintained her
W m , a state of teusion and Uneasiness
wwlPl always be present, and eventclam a long War
weuM r W t with perhaps the destruction of the
America we h o w Map.
lf we ad now while we are not abne in fight
ityg ~~,
we have a much better chance of winand mafntruhiap the &&om
we have so long
chwiabd.
-01
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of

MS,
all

the

of

European

oreat Britain's

CZdhm,

let our stud*
ride aLong until ihe
very last moment, and tbem try to cram all the
knowledge thqt we rue supposed to have gabled over
a lengthy time inb our heeds in a few bows. w t s
--be&a&e,
no real
and, more &an Illrely,
baa @ a d = .
It is really v q y much & to study leisurely
LIB one grog~&=aeeaIn elam. We advise that wenbody
try it somethe, and a m attempt to carry on id the
same manner for y w rn &eq for your mad-'
sake, and for your p a r teachers' sake.
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Haste In Modem Life
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Ha* htw an extremdy disabmg affect Upon mod e n life. It takes the subrtantbl part d life and
l~&m
anIy the unstable which is allawed to "get
about" as beat it can Haste takes from m e that
unegualed characteristic, honecsty, which carriss with
it cUurteSy.
In their "haste" to get somewhere, and when
dace t h n re& wanted
my get there i t is M
to go, people fail to mndder other&.* l tdoesn't really
matter how many times things are i n j u r d in the
We have all oitda h w d the mflrls,'Yt'S a mattm bL life and death," &aI made in fun when one
of tmr fellow beings hastem p a t us. W i W t thinking much about it, we have really uttwod a great
WtZL WmRn one fir hask hurries by, p
,at ,fist,
it isn't r matkr t?f Ziig st~ldeath bat before that
VVC llmv0 a.
"&a
I**
r%-.4-,
- - - - -tm of life and death," &aI made in fun when one
of wr fellow beings MPCOS p a t us. W i W t thinking much about if we havc re& uttered a great
WtZL WmRn one fir basta hurries by, perhsps, at ,fist,
it isn't a matkr of Ziig rm8 deatb bat before that
reaches his destfnation it hms beerome a very
ilngorbt &&or. Perhaps w e wB& 6 wreck or some
other mishap dl b a c m one p m o . d d n i t . 1 ~ did
not have to ltrake haste. The aid adage "&w but
sure*'is & m e of the most truly S U C C ~ phParea
S ~
A
..*
.

Why The Indifference?
Are college students of America indifferent toward governmat? Do they lack that inquisitive
spirit of educats,an which inspires interest in politics
and functiOD9 of the state? Are American coUeges
and univetsith?~so -110~ in their programs that
fhinkhg is m a t e d ?
no initiative a d
These q u d m w m c a d to arise in our minds
by statements ma& by BB~.chrle~~
Dabbins as be
spoke sa i f b m t i d y in
ly &day 18th. 1t
seclasr tkat these are pertinent points to think upon
and aet u p . In khis em when so many groups tblnk
oi democracies a marely pbor and ineittcient attempb at ubpial @@&on,
weak, h@oberehc
themetical in fougdatlan, and unagqpaling to tb&
cadituents, it is t h e to p r h into ourselves and
analyze some ~nditi~ng
whi& me obviously threat

d g .

In European nations, democracirs and otherwise,
the colk@iate graups of the nations' younger generations have always been the ksting pound, so to
speak, of govaaraentrrl polinfea, refonns, and leglsIntion. Students there &re concerned about their counn the alert to serutfnize all meawes.
tries and are Q
They manifest their concern in a m m ~ bespeaking
r
tbir most grataud 8Mtude and feeling, and they are
rewected, rwogdzrd, and admired. mere is an
amount of dlsrtfncth recognition given university
studenta there t
W Is sadly lacking here.
We woubcln't say that they r d v e and are imbued with a deeper, more stfirfng education. Nb.
we wouldn't Uke ta ~ l that,
y
nor would we like to
place the
enttrelp u r n the Ammican
Student. There seems to be a significant 4efault on
the part & studen& and &oo]s concerned.
AIl together* b many mlegiate youths d6 take
an indifferent attitude toward th& state. m e y have
no time to fml with it, they. say4eave it to the old
~ ~ are g&g
pay for it.
ertabli&& p a l i . who
This stand, on the othcr Izand, has been brought about
by their b&g
80r&isgusted and p m k e d to
IndKkenee by politid mrruptbn. In reality that
b no mason ta- r e Blld accept indifferently. It
inpitem resenbrient a d actla.
Many SaUdenG are so abmbod in
preparing thm~selv&ard warping their minds with one
ain--shrdging to rake in all the filthy lucre podble
-that love and pride in Dveremfnt is lost, utterly
forgotten. It matters not to them who's .elected or
how. They don't think about it. They don't understand the opwrdiion of their democracy wen enough
to bu indifkent. Success can't be eoglpletely attained In any I&e, undw a a ~ rule,
l
without a thorough
bowledge and ~ k c k r ~ f a ~ d oifn gits govefnment.
In soma *f~erdt@ yes, even, the p l ~ g c a m . ~
of instmctlon
for no concentrated thinking, and
that results in inert stwbnt bodie~.The average stu&nt doem't mMrt bo h i 4 own initiative iinless coerced; nor does he delve h t o the bPds of t h o a t More
creative thm&t and work M,
be required; more
students should vohnt%riW apply W wntalfty tb
ncly
the more profound g

,
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&
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r~l&*blw

dent doestit am to h i d own initiative iinless coeZ1
ed; nor does he delve h t o the b&s Qi thougltt Mom
creative tBm&t and work M,
be required; more

ngod the l d in Ugbt. 'Bm@ stench
A@d rnoEe% tllmll@ tartid h w n g halls
To

Thwe crouched, as if her f m n s -e
Enduring todls Wa @ebk shr eat.

..

...

whit&

Remember the w%% bSrth@, but io'
-0-

. .

We had so sum aunk w&a, cau9im, sMsd lalaws at a mxmt dinner at our house. WR had b p a w
after the row COWS#? fOr r@af$qB ideQ-tiilcatlon.

-.-

Pet Peeve: A ~manwd@flg well o v a two
hundred p o d s wbo k h to aprn p, street car window, and failing to do m, llpolFs ovar a t you.

-.-

'

I

The other day I s w five golicema W k i a s
down the door af a bo6W.W~surpMSig whBt W ple win do nowaayr ta b& crtr Irgmes.

-*-

WAUTED: Bc18uW b r m w bPMewbalplng with
b&kgmabacks, to Beep h r d y lwing b a d
.

-0-

Life's ~ ~ i k e s~tw w i ki~wctrbxgan ad for
your qvn I&.
-0-

fhr OiermBml do.
-0-

Don't be d&wuraf$ed; ym are -not the only person in the world w&o is not appredated.
- 0 9

The wiwr you m w , the l e you talk, and the
you say.
-0-

If a man hasn't any f r h d s , he dpem't &slcrPe

w.

You con't keep a m d m%md ~ w aor a fiizy man
UP.
4-

It's better .to be q U e d a bare &em a gosnip.
-a-

He who hns oonimed a ~ & e s a&odd be ailof It.a t ; he who has recgved o m &twld
Senaea.
-C-

-.-

Bvery minute you are angry, YOU lose SbKw aonds of happiarplr
The country c o m e ~to L census. Will the peo-,
ple come to theirs?
-0-

My gjrl file@ 1s a 8%
if a CongrwmBn at: 1-

+

she watlb b haow
w h ~pot WW.

When my OM. maid Burnf Wwned home and
h d a man undm her i
d
,
dm gat 9~ d e M she
ran to the phone and aalM the g m m .
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M v rnmrnatp 11 M dumb

S ~ RW
ke

a "water

When my OM. maid a@
& u r n 4 home and
h d a man undm ME W, she gat so ex&eM she
ran to the phone and aalM the gamm.
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My rolwlmate la $u d u m b she thWm a "water

my "- '=
-Illinois
- &om New
.If yqu

ghow

no -tfon

to politics and lg

Your h
Dw
If you gay
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moccnsin" in sn Indl$n lu%Ww&ppe;r.
lege studen&

.

.

Humor and Wit

mope

.

.

Herr black-d& cap hw rimDun eyes were s b l n g from tYer lbaed
And ashy faicc, Jw& swing thwe!
Her heavigg b-t
is a tbit live&.
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the more proiound

.

Ha to~M-~M.Wafr
13338 W
Ee hollow-mldenrrl: h6
So
S b . hovered-WW
me. A
Wind softly. kh'd &ep withfat?&
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date th$ cellege girls anyway? One reason is that they can't," (Boas, do
we know whom we're talking about?) . There is one boy in thio mhool
that never minds h L own business. If he would, two girls would appreaiate it. (paid insertion by a oegh girl) . . Some one else knows one girl
that ch$ingw her mind about how to act aroynd a boy. He wonders if it
worlbs both way&
It's natlaabIe &at JOBEPHINE CLaBORN is wdaring a new diamond,
one of
Iarge ones, on her left hand. SNOW SWRRER m e havtl
returned to J'ville . . M y b e RUTH BAULDM will soon learn not to
have two dates for the same night . . When pensive poetic-lookibg FRED
BRAMBLElT is annoyed and things aren't going b f d t him, he becomea
mare distant, indifferent, and evasive than ever . . Speaking of him,
why d o d t he break down and ask MARGARET SIMMS for a date?
Why darr he thtnk she's a, sweet to him? BURNEY won't miad. Find them
together some time and take it up with them Burney would l i b it that
way . Someone said that Fred went the week-end ginning, and he isn't
even a farmer (t) . . MOTLEY was all a-flutter when the mail arrived
Thnrs&~y.Her man with "wings" developed her blonde hair and brown
eyes into a verrrry pretty picture. That gal'll bear watching, and she
&ed someone b define "d&tenfor her. Poor thing, she just doesn't lmow
. . n O Y D DENDY was mnch dksppointd when be c a m to supper W
Wednwday. MARY JAMES PATTON couldn't go to fhe show, awl he 6ad
gone ond g o t b himself a nice fresh snd 3eri.s-smelling W r out . . . Why
doerr Q V E U E TUMLIN look so dejwted these days? A cerhin fieboy moved to Annbton-any connection, I wonder?
A Caiboun and
a Morgan were really "shooting the bull" at Weathefly the other night+
Words were aarried to extremity4 Incidentally, the "bullw was a Morgaq
Wasn't it ELIZABETH ADAM$? . JANE TOMPKINS and FERRET&
GAMBLE were really giving some other freshman d r l down the wunky.
Xt seemed that something went hay-wire 3 the Tea-Dance Monday evening . .
Tough luck for Uncle Sam's asmy! 'DOC" WILSON was up for examinskion and where Bo you suppose they put him, as to his eWsifkation
--in class 4 F. Now, we all know *'doe" to be a perfect specimen of manly
physique, and he's Pootlaaoe, so there aren't any dependents. Sure, but
the guy's loo bll. Thmt's a fact-Uncle Sam didn't want to have the responsnbflity of making his unibrm, since there is already a shortage of
so mimy materials.
So many girls are wondering why HORACE LEE CASEY, from Piedmont, doesn't talk more. They say hensnice, but that he just likes to remain silent. They thfnk he b e podbilitiesl if he will only epen up and
give for% . . It is authoritatively reported that JOHN IHRIE d
HOMER FERGUSON, on their mcnt excursion to Montevallo, were very
muah toLen wfth the "Angel Fann" It ia even Eold that they neglected i+e
girls of their own group and rushed practi-y
every other girl on the
campus off her Peek They were having such a field-day that they flitted
about from one to a dozen others, giving none of thm mnch of th&
vaIaable t i e . .
There's a devilish crew in Weatherly dining hall. Boys and girh
keep an eye on your vitals wheal you once put them on your table and
keep your knife and fork in hand, just in case, Once your back fe turned
the entireimeal that you had laid out is liable to be gone; at m y rate, all
of the whole-wheat bread you nee& in your diet will be taken and eatwhat I mean, In a twinkling-regular glution.
r
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Could

Be Verse

BY WOODROW BOONE

HOME FROM WARS
(TO THE 27TH DMSION. FORT McCLEUAN)
Soldieks home from Louisiann',
Staunch defenders man to man,
Know you real or magic staqd
L i k e the land of Louidanh'?
Though eonmmding every means,
Could you learn of hirer queens
Than the girls of New Orleans,
In the land of Louisiann'?

On the sea or on the main,
will try to match in vaId
Sunsets on Lake Ponchatrain
I%fi-,Wg.nt L~alsLwlC,,,,,
In the land of Louislann'?
YOU

On the sea or on the main,
You will try to match in vaiff
Sunsets on Lake Ponchatrain
In the land of Louisiann'.
Though you trek the world around,
Could you Sind in field or town
Bigger chiggers than you found
T n tha l i n ~
nf

Tsictlafann'?
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Writes Home

Dear Sis,
I write to you alone this time
because I'm simply not in the right
sort of mood to write mom and Dad.
I just don't think that they would
The grey. wind-driven clouds understand the youthful light in
scurry swiftly past the mountain which we 1 ~ o kat things. You know,
top as though loathe to pause and there are lots of things older folks
furnish company to that lonely up- can't comprehend when it comes
thrust' peak. Their forbidding gro- to this matter of youthtul relations
tesque shapes to the eyes of man among the so-called younger genemight seem no haven of refuge to ration. Sometime I think that they
be sought for the relief of over- could profit a great deal by obcharged emotions, but let him then serving us in, not the critical way
consider the bizarre appearance of they usuall3 do, but, in a way as
that sther jagged silhoutte. The , they read an interesting book or
look upon a fascinating movietwo are somehow needful. of each look for the revealing and enother. The one is lacking in lightening
things.
Yes-sir-Bob,
stability, while the other's very they ,could be enlightened on many
heart cries out for relief from ut- things conecerning the whys and
wherefores of our actiop. They
ter changelessness. Forever swirltry to figure out a scene or a bit
ing, warping, moving. even losing of 'dialogue in a book or a movie
self in merging with another, the that isn't quiet clear to them Why
clouds could use some of that last- shouldn't they look for our intering permanence so boldly standing preation of our actions and weigh
them as deliberately as they would
there, impervious in the face of all the interpretations of adults of their
disasters.
own moves and stands.
Those writhing, twi~cng shapes
Whoop! I didn't mean to get off
are but the souls of men who never ' on that, but there are a few exfind peace in all thelr lives. With- tenuating circumstances that have
in themselves they seek to f b d the arisen to lead me inkr it.
power to overcome a l l things, but
Sis, if you could work it about
know not that that power comes in a subtle way, I wish you wouM
from faith in other soul& A merg- talk Pop into sending me a radio.
ing with those other egos serves You could say that it would make
Ih~~~,""~[
ones in to moderate the whole, to one will a very nice and appropriate tapshorts, abbreviated short$, were fill, the other will cool. the starved propriate because he promised me
Edna Francis Patrick. Elma Banks or burning SOUL
one) birthday present for me. Reand Ora Wood. Outstanding redly
And then that absoluteness which mind them that I still have one
wasn't the word. Their garbs were exists for mountains now will find of those things, even though I don't
lavishly ornate with jewelry galore. Their necks and limbs were itself dissolving, melting slowly to live there anymore.
I heard 3enny Simms on the
shackled with bracelets, beads, allow the more swiftly moving
some
set
clouds
to
keep
awhile
to
(the one next door) last Friradio
lockets, charms, and un-nameable
sorts of other gadgets-sme new, form, away from that changinpess day night at nine o'clock. She sang
which in itself is harm. Always "1 Don't Want to Set The World
some old; some brass, some gold. w i l l this be a progress that is new, Aiire; I Just Want to Burn Out
Their sweet voices were made to with something left, to which re- My Own Back Yard."-Well,
YOU
blend in indescribable harmony un- turn when all advance is through. know what I mean. I used to ender the direction of Billy Om, fro&
joy hearing Jenny and Harry Babextra-special. The Grab was the
bitt
sing together-4uch harmony.
place of this rendition, floor-show
This very brief program was advertising Kleenex. They had a
~ ~ ~ mrl.
o about
o d
snappy
slogan, kinda weak thought,
it all and were duly rewarded py
Ages ago w friend and 1 r-bas music and true as
their fellow-suffering b r o t h e r led with defight and ~e*t
abwD ~ ten~ P ~ but I
"rats," who escorted these sister don through a
of
believe that I'm getting fat. NO
"raLsg' out that night in formal the stacks. We capered from one
fashion. Eagef it was that they author to another and back again ktdding, I,ve gained, not so much
in hard-down pounds, but considerwere to don the prettiest things with no tSace of
at
and
ing what I had to add to, I've put
d r b wear in dresses after such a constructed bivouacs throughout on
qdte
a bit of weight,
~diculauslyscreaming exhibition.
the stack room.
Sis, there are a few more things
Now, haughtily S U P @ ~ ~
0- O ~ , I,d me to
but
draid
we find ourselves chagrined as we
in
the
mail.
(Editor
to end it
have to stoop to enter.
wouldn't let me print it).
Some resulk of our long-ago proWrite me next time, he-?
specting are TRRF,E G.NEAS by
7 --LIVVC,
Virginin WooU, a retort to a man%
Bud
Theye bas be& an ever growlag letter in whioh she doles out three

LAMAR TRIPLETTS BANI) WLlYS FIRST PLACE
AT STATE CONTEST
Students ab J ~ k m n v i l l ewere thrilled last Frlday night when
$be news came thaS Lamar Triplett's band, tthe Emma Sansom
High School band, had won the &&-wide contest, held in Bir*=ham,
under the sponsorship of the Birmingham News AgeHefaid, The Gadsden High School band won second place. Most
of the la~gertowns and cities were represented in the contest.
The Emma Sansom band won second place last year.
Trfplett was one of the most, popular students at Jaoksonville.
1
'
A tdented piand mua
I
sician, he took part in
I
everything musical during
his student day% Upon
-4 graduation he was offered
A scheming group of upperclassI
the place as a member of
men of the Apartment Dormitory
<
,:I\,
, the mult3' and band
congregated one night in apart' ' rector at E m m a Sansom, a ment 216 (not that the room nummaition which he has held ber means anything). The meeting
.I.
the
thEee years.
was rather mysterious, and all was
held under secrecy until that fatal
enough' he is Wednesday mornihg when the
8 graduate of the Gadsden freshmen girls emerged from the
- High School, the school security of their restricted abode
the all-seeing and leering mass
' whose band he defeated. into
of heckting students. Levis McKay
1
1
-0led the parade in a becoming blue
skirt, the hem of which was farther
. &dwell-aopu
from fier heels than from her neck,
and rolling phi to m a t c h 4 good
, Msmiage Of Interest
exposure from any direction Sara
. . ' Of interest to students Jo Hardwjck and Clemmie Hender,
and alumni was the an- sod weren't far down the line; they
nouncement of the mami- looked very kiddish with Shirley
I
age of J
~ Roper,
~ to~ Temple
~ curls
& and bows bedecking

Searching

The Luck of These
Freshmen yomen
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Sergeant Mort

.

Qldwe4

on O c ~ e 15*
r at the Bap4ht pastorlum in Jackson-

m, Rev.
I

H. Ross
ptiriormed the

premOp
in the

r of

presence

a &w relatives and
clos&iends.
bride fs the d a m and the
She was
m c a t e d in the Jacksone schools, and received
degree kur
ago
at the State Teachers 0 1 MB$.' She graduated with
dQP.6rs, and has been a
of
mhobls

tk,"Etstanding

dez

a

is

-3" && of Talladega, but i s
.
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now in military service.
being. located.. at.. Camp
Blanding, Florida.
-0-
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Do You W a n t To
M a k e Pictures?
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JSTC On
The Air
Book Review
Tuesday, October 21, Dr. Frank
M c L e a n , associate professor of
English here, gave a 'very thorough
and yet concise review d F l w m e
L. Dorsey's MASTER OF TJ3G
MISSISSIPPI.
This book is very interesting
from two standpoints: histosical and Eterary. Factually, it
brings up the progress of river
transportation from the rafts, flatboats, and keelboats to the first
steamboat and on to the decline of
the Mississippi as a means of rapid
and benificial transportation, cornmercially. I t deals considerably
with Henry Shreve's management
of the Mississippi and the ventures
he made.
MASTER OF THE MISSISSIPPI
is well written and presents interestingly the picturesque eras in
the evolution of the river's u U t y
and, then, its decline.

'

The
P c ~ is~ r
Plot

BY
LAURA BURNS

A very small child with two
pennies for candy is an enchanting
reminder of our own two-penny
reigns when we, too, would pace
magnificently before any dazzling
collection of suckers.
This haughty little duchess, with
her mother, was wdting for her
carriage, the bus. Rembering her
dear public, she did slave for it.
She l e a p ~ dout uf her mother's
lap with agility and made such a
perfect rubberized landing that not
a bone was broken as she swooped
down on the penny scales. Probably she thought, "I shall not
spend a penny on these; I shall
just patter on down to the candy
counter and picket there!"
Discussion Group
Up she arose, and true to two
Tuesday, October 28: Mrs. J. W. pennies, strode over to that heaven
Stephenson, of the History Depart- mentioned before. Authoritatively.
ment, had charge of a radio pro- she rapped on the glass for service.
gram centered around an interest- But the clerk humorously declining discussion d South African ed to serve her; so she idled playclistoms, religion, recreation and fully along the perfume bar, nose
on glass, back and forth in a rapt
life in general.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Huie, of manner, we remember. Inside were
Oneonta, and recently returned flacons of scent and all the customfrom Rhodesia, South Africa, an- ary preparations of milady- our
swered many questions put to them manarch surveyed them with fine
by other members of the discussion7 scorn, excepting her eager nose.
group, Daisy Weller Smith, Mar- The smell of glass is distressing
garet Fugua, and Kathleen John- nwtrat
Embarking on a new pilgrimage,
'son of the Jaclcsonvlllc High
duches padded whisperingly over
Schd.
For, four years, Mr. and Mrs.
Huie taught in British Mission
Schools in Rhodesia beiore entering
J S T C an+ were well qualifid
in answering'questions directed to

them.
Martha Spellman made the introductions and Woodrow . h o n e
sang 'Two GrenadierP" by Schumann.

Hold Meeting
The young men's and young women's CBristipn Association have
begun work this year with a degree
of interest that will in all probability carry the organization over the
top.
The council for the groups met
October 2, at the home of their
faculty adviser, Mr. Leon McCluer.
associate geography professor here.
and plans were made for the seasoh's programs.
Mr. McCluer led the discusston

JL

OLGA SHAMBLIN-Because she
writes such a delightful column all
about the best and latest in whatt h e-well-dressed-young
lady is
wearing this season (for references,
see ' Band-Box Brevities) ; because
her clothes are so amazingly diiferent, with that dash of the ultrasmart; because, from all accounts,
a e ' s one of the inner-circle in
Daugette Hall-nice going. gal!
MORRIS RATCLIFF -Because
there's something extremely earnest about the way he tackles even
the smallest tasks; because he's as
much at home in a chemistry laboratory as he must be at Forney by
this time; because he must have a
dream girl in mind-we
haven't
seen him give the local beauties
a tumble as yet.
ANNIE BELLE COCHRAN- Bec a w she's positively bewitching in
a nurse's uniform, of all things; be-

to an oversize portrait of a rabbit

ou the grass, which ad ertised the

&

you-know-too-well dus g powder
for idants. But! before this ternfging creature our arrant advnturer backed away in terror, making balls of her fists to reslst it,
shrieking all the while.
As she retreated, her cowardice
showed even in the deepening furrows in the backs of her small
shoes. Those same shoes, now browbeaten, aided materially in her
escape from wonderland, and carried her back again whisperingly
to the scene of her first love.
It is enough to say that l e was
well content with not even a superabundance of suckers; nevertheless, s h e became inconsolable
should she look toward that jungle
of advertisements in the rear. She
was cowed.
Do you know Sibyl? Sibyl told

us today that she has a new pair
of shoes-and would you hear? Sfie
pads with the silence of an Indian,
not looking unlike one having commandeered an excursion into her
mother's sanctum of cosmetics
shortly before inhabiting her moccasins. Sibyl was easily identified
by her makeup yards off, although
the silence was unbroken by the
shuffle of her shoes. Quiet girl.

sex-boots-but th
for thinking; because all her features blend together with predous
few flaws.
JOEL FINK-Because he always
comes through with what he
mised; because he's a really
fellow in just lots of ways; b
cause he keeps up with the worlda rare trait in one so young!
w-e
LOUISE BROWN-Because
like her for thinking the same
things are amusing that we do;
because she swings a wicked paint

%

-----

Touch Football TO
Get Underway
Campus Sports
Enlivened; First
Series Begins

FFA Sets Goals

-C

Bisho~Heads
Newly Formed

Tennis

club

SEBXES OF P - m ,
TOWNPLANNED
FOR N E m F~JTIJI~E

THE %EXCOLA
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High Takes

Piedmont 26 to
GOLDEN EAGLES DEFEAT
PIEDMONT BY SURPRISING

You tennis pla~Ihgboys and girls
(By TED PORK, Annisten Star)
of the c o m e s h o ~ l dbe happy now.
It was homecoming at JacksonWith the organization of the two
Because YOU have a much ville High School Friday afternoon
literary societies last week it was
wished for and much needed club and the football team at that school
At the last meeting of the FFA you can call your own.
a, touch footdecided to ordid its part to make the event a
Yes, a tennis club was organized hoorah occasion-for the home folk.
ball team in each and to play a the members set up several goals
ten
o'clock
last
m
m
d
w
.
at
serles of games. Heretofore, the for U year. They M e d to make ty-four boys and girls attended the Playing a scrapping, headsup brand
of ball, the Golden Eagles outfirst qutxrkr has been very much the program valuable as well as first meeting. To get things 8fashioned Piedmont's Purple Bullinteresting.
A d e b was expressed
lacking in activity for the Calimmediately, the club elected its dogs to the tune of 28-0.
h o w and Morgans. Wiater brings to contact every h y in school who oifiC!ers. They m. president, BurLed by the triple action of HayBishop; vice-president, Billy wood's runnlng, punting, and passforth the annual basketball series has ever been a member of a hfgh neY
Grissom;
sehetarp-he-er
~
o
b
ing, Jacksonville scored one touchand the spring quart.& has the de- school chapter or who w5shes to eft COX; chairmar
social corn- down in the first quarter, one in
e
r
in
some
agricultural
field.
bate, but the fall term is relatively
mittee, Wilbur CQX; and reporter, the third, and two in the final
There are many boys in school who Herman Pdckett.
quiet.
meet these requirements, and they ' The PznpW of the tennis club is frame. The two elevens were fairly
Coa+ Hawke has agreed to help
evenly matched the first half,
are invited to the next meeting, to get college- students interested Jacksonville outgaining the losers
both teams and to furnish wbatever
the dates and time of which will in tennis as a rPcreationaI and a the first quarter with Piednont
equipment necessary. Aiter the
social activity. To keep the interest coming back in period number two
be posted on the bulletin board.
high, the plans U e to have tennis
firat game0 are over, moW teams
Room 13 has been adopted as a tournaments, s o u d various to make the initiativk -nd decidedmay be formed and a lengue can
ly out-show the winners.
club roam which soon will be kinds, and other activities which
Jacksonville intercepted a pass to
bg organbed, with the m h g
equipped with a library and re- every member wlU enjoy, and in stop another Piedmont drive soon
team getting a suitable trophy.
which
every
member
can
take
creational facilities for the memafter the second half started and
So come on, ye big husky boys,
from that point on out it was a
bers. Once this room is complete, it part.
Every college Student who is inand lets get this thing rolling.
will be opened to the members terested in tennis even ii he never Jacksonville parade, with the Purples folding and all but giving up
Every loyal member of both ormost of the time.
played or saw a game in his life the fight. Coach McKinzey's tew,
ganizations, whether boy OF
Other major goals are to or- is urged to attend and take an' however. was playing without the
should come out and either play
part in the tennis dub. The help of Bob Faulkner, regular
ganize a string band and a quartet active
organization was begun with a back. Gwen Little, who has outor root for his or her team.
which w i l l participate in the regu- fairly large enrollment w h i c h
The first game will be played
all of his team-mates in
lar programs and on such special should increase Considerably within shown
Piedmont's previous 1941 encountFriday aitemoon at 4% o'clock in
the
next
few
Weeks.
Considering
occasions as radio and a m b b
ers, was in the contest most of tpe
front of the new Phys Ed b a n g .
the manner fn which it was organ- time, but suffering &om a "charley
programs and chapter socials.
Everyone be there.
the club &Uld be one of the horse," was unable to uncork his
It is the FFA aim to bring out ized,
most active on the campus.
long, driving runs Neither was he
the best-in every member by findCome on boys w d girls and join able to even attempt to do any
ing his developed talents through the tennis club- It will c o n a u e to punting, and Sparks, who is cerpublic speeches and through a meet on Thursday at 10 o'clock. tainly no kicker had to take care
chapter minstrel. Sometime u s Bring someone W i t h you and join of this department. Faulkner and
this m u p before too much time
year
it is hoped to have an FFA hes Lepsed. It will mean something Little are the regular Purple
Tennis is becoming more and
booters.
more popular y o n g the people night in which current agricultural to you.
Piedmont received tbe kickoff
by
and made one first down M o r e
beawe more and more are play- problems will be dischaving to kick to Hamood, who
!l
ing tennis. A perkon w& bas never members. A.l1 through the year such '
ran the ball back 10 yards, to mfddiscussions
w
i
l
l
be
conducted
beexperiencdJ,the &rim and dbfield. A flve yard penalty, two runs
appointme&' that every game of fore the chapter.
by Shipman good for 10 yards, and
In
order
to
ratK
enough
money
Eddie
Seiler
&
n
&
Benjemen
real tennis is packed with does not
an off-tackle sUce by Casey for
Eadle Durham
particular& enJoy watching other to equip the club room and carry 81. Marcus
two placed the ball on Piedmont's
Verse
people play. A pason who plays on their work, plans are being
33 yard line. A couple of line plays
tennis likes it vary much, and a made to p r e u c e a mlnskel and to I don't Want ever care to rise to netted only two or three yards.
power
person who dislikes it, has never
present it in a few neighboring I would rather be with you an hour Haywood threw a pass to Red
pleyed.
Reeves, right end, good for 13
Tennis was once a soft, easy towns. This should interest every For the thWB h t one can buy
yards tb the 17 line. Shipman went
and was played only by member who thlnks he has any Are not worth s lover's sfgh
through the Une to the ten stripe,
Chorus
Today, it is played by hun- stage talent, and the club hopes to
and Casey lugged the pigskin to
I
don't
want
to
set
the
world
on
of thousands all over the find the best.
within four steps of pay-dirt. On a
flre
and is known as the most
line plunge Shipman scored. HayI just want to start a flame in your wads try f
fic of all sports. Such playa extra point was
heart
as Vincent Richards, the "boy
good.
In my heart I have but one desire
wonder", "Little Billt1Johnson, and
En the second quarter Piedmont
And that one is you
Tilden have revoluUonized the
carried the ball down field to the
I've lost a l l ambition for wordly
game and made it what is today.
Jacksonville 12 before being held
acclaim
Tilden and tennis are thought of
Dr.
Ray L. Harmon of Peabody I just want to be the one you love for downs. Another Purple march
syaonymously all over the world.
was stopped on the Jacksonville
with
thatyou 2feYau_-the
@ehas done more toward the deve- College and Dr. Austin R. Meadows And
hau!!-mAk
.--. your admission, .--

For Coming Year'

Tennis Gains
In Popularity

Don't Want To Set
The World On Fire"

.

Noted Visitors
At JSTC
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Fire Destroys
College Farm

Wednesday, October 29,1941.

Over The Fence
This department is pleased to learn that Hackleburg and BrilUant High Schools played a seven-to-seven tie l& Friday, We
were especially inter&& iu this game as they are coached by
two of laet years gradbatee-Hackleburg, coaahed by "Pop" -egg
and Brilliant, coached by E a Hudaorr B o b boys Game to Jaksonville from the same high school and roomed together for four
years. They have played every sport together at J S T 0, both
being stars in the fleld oi athletios. Last Friday they met 8P q
ponenls for the llrst time. We think. that a more
-8
could not have been rung up. Congratulations to them both-

Of interest to members of Jacksonville alumni and to friends of
the school i s the news of the de-.
Vanderbilt still is undefeated in the S. E C. They somdly
struction of the college-farm house
by fire. The incident occurred only whipped a favored Ga. Tech team 14 to 7 h ~ l w e e k W. e M p that
a short time ago and is o m which the fighting Commodores continue to wln as nolrvh'ere is -8
should arouse same dfstrtss among a better competitive spirit on the eleven. They reaUy never give
tho= persons who liv& or were UP.
entertained under its roof.
.
The house had gulte 2 history
Saw Ted Pork (Anniston Star) at the g m e last w y . He
.
aside from the story of its b ~ ~ l l h g seems
to be getting on 0. K. with the STAB. At least we
Many years back, Mrs. Fannie he's the tops.
Adkins, of this city, bequeathed
the residence to the collage as a
We have never seen a team improve as haa ouy sfsh Schohl
home for boys who would be unable to pay for lodging any where eleven. The backs are running harder and Ule linemen gettbg
else, and asked that the gift be a tougher. We predict a very succeosful year for the Gdden
memorial to her deceased husband. Eagles.
had been one of JackThe fasonville's lpost prominent, and the
Than)ro to the Annistan Ohamber of Commwae for u o w w
citizens of the town remember the the J SF C girls and boys to get in on student tickets to see
generosity and kindness of the pair. the Chattoaooga-Howard g w e . A number of studend8 wed-over
The Adking built several honies lo see the conflict.
in various sections of the community, many of tham still standing. As
B'harn-Southern, who gave up football two y e w ago,
a part of her will, the benefictress finding a way to carry on the sport fop tho= who like to
requested that no wood be cut and ft. Several teams have been a r r a w d on the; camgus and
sold from the land, r e s e w its play touch football evergr day-Why not start thStt here!
use for the college boys.
It i s with mingled thoughts of
Estes Budson's team has sewed leb p e U fo his fplbmmnfs ' ,
pleaeant memories and regret at he must have someibing.
its ending that many former students and teachers learn of the
The Southeastern Conference battle kwrr w i n g and rehouse's destructlm.
shaping. Undefeated Georgia lost to a rejuvenated Alabama team
7.
last Saturday as the crimson Tide sought to re-enter the championship picture. Since Georgia tied Misisslppi and the Rebels
whipped Tulane, 'Bama should get the nod over both of these
teama but we shall see what we shall see.

.
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When Piedmont is up, she's up,
and nothing is said, but when she's
down. everybody doesn't have to
keep rubbing it in. Even if our
boys are ineligible, let me tell you
they are still fine and good, When
Piedmont wins a game, the papers
always read "Jacksonville loses to
~iedmont." But just let Piedmont
have hard luck once in a whne and
the reporters put it, "Jacksonville
WALLOPS Piedmont 28 to 0," or
"Alexandria MOPS up Piedmont on
her OWN field, too."
If we, Piedmonters, had won
over a bunch of babies 26 ta 0, we

The Tide seems to be coming back to live wp to pre-rreaSon
notiusa They've knocked off Tennessee and Georgia on suaceasIve we&-ends, and that's a laan sized fob for any team.
one off-dav was just one too many, for Migpiaippl Stale's
how they G6k it.
Maroons didn't askbut half a chance,

.-I
1

Auburn's Tigers haven't begun to growl as get, but they're
always coming up with the unewxted. It's a quwtfan whether
or not they'll be able to stop Oeorgia's Frankie Sinkwich, but
the Tigers have been known to do some big time upsetting, a d
we should like to seem them open up against the Bulldogs next
Saturday.
The Calhoun County football slate ha8 finally reached a point
where we can attempt to rake the teams as to strmgth. m t ~ k
comes Annlsto& the annual favorite for the mythical C O P D . ~ ~

i.'=y-.

f

Temps was once a soft, easy
game {and was played 0by
it
pm*
by
dr+
of thousands all over the
w,dld and is known as the most
,stientific of all sports. Such playem as Vincent Richards, the ' 4 0 ~
wonder", '"Little ill" Johnson, and
Tilden have revolutionized the
game and made it what is today.
Tilden and tennis are thought of
synonymously all over the world.
He h a done more toward the develoDnXnt of the game than any
ofher single individual. Tilden had
that extra 8ometMng' that unexplainable coordination that dima mest tennis playerfrom
a good one. Great tennis players
are born, not made.
For a pereon who likes quick
thinking a d quick action, it is
a great game. For a person who
likes a aport of accuracy, precision,
s p l i t - e n d timing and judgment,
it is to be recommended. For a person who likes to play for the fun
of playing, who likes to win but
can lw and take it, there is no
game to compare with tennis. Play
it. You'll enjoy it.

-

towna This should interest every
member who thinks he has any
stage talent, and the club hop- to
find the best.

Noted Visitors
At JSTC
Dr. Ray L.
Peabody
h l l e g e and Dr. Austin R. Meadows
of the S b t e Department of Educathelmt
tion
Dr. Hamon is being employed by
the government in the national defense program.
Their purpose
in coming- to Jack- sonville was to examine the
grounds and plans for the new
buildiag project that is soon to begin here.
Dr. Meadows is an ?lumnus of
JSTC.
W i l l Robinson, also a graduate
of the school, was here at the same
time. Mr. Robinson is now a book
salesman.

For the things that one can buy
Are not wwth a lover's sigh
Chorus
I don't want tO set the world on

fire
I just want to start a flame in your
heart
In my heart I have but one desire
And that one i s you
I've lost all ambition for wordly
acclaim
I just want to be the one you love
And with your admission that you
feU the same
1'11 have reached the goal I'm
dremning of believe me!
I don't want ot a t the world on
fire
I just want to start a flame in your
heart.

..

EXTENSION
(Continued From Page 1)

Anniston: Mr. L. J. Hendrix,
'English 111, 112, 113, Tuesday
night.
1Mr J. M Anders, history 401, 402,
403, Tuesday night
Mr. A. C. Shelton, mathematics
101, 102, 103, Tuesday night.
Extension work is to begin immediately in the counties of MacM, Clay, DeKalb, St. Clair, and
Blount.
There L the podbility of holding
evening classes in freshmen courses
The three hundred Baptist stuLocal representatives of the for those high school graduates
dents rerrresenting nineteen Ala- Alabama Methodist Conference of who are employed in defense work
bama ~ 0 U e g areceived much more collega were p r m n t at the year- during the day, their credit from
the classes to be applied toward
than they exwcted at the 8.s. U.
ly mGng
of
that Organizatim in graduation at a later date. If conconvention held October the seventeenth
the nineteenth, at Montevallo on the past week-end. tacted sometime in the naar future,
.- - -- . - through
.
the Calvary ~ a ~ t i Church,
s t
Tus- Those making the trip were Mary the extension department* t the
caloosa. Alabama.
Frances Redmond, Five Points; college will proceed wlEh the arrangements should the demand be
Among the outstanding features MOnta Jones, B e r r y ; Frances adequate.
of the convention were. the i n s ~ i r - Weaver and Mary Elizabeth Mcing m&Fsages given by Dr. J. D.
Grey,
of First ~~~~~t Cluer, Jacksonville; the Rev. CharC h h , New Orleans, La., and Dr. les Ferrel, Pastor of the ~ e t h o d i s t
(Continued From Page 1)
L. Holcomb. executive secretary of Church here: John Ihrie and HoBaptist sunday School Board, mer FergUBrOn.
scattered around on the ground. But
Nasbvilk, Tenn. These leaders
During this inspiring and helpful in the protected area, circumgave same Inspiring talks on helpstances ware just the opposite. The
ing maintain s u p m e allegiance to meeting, the following program trees were healthy and vigorous;
was
.presented:
Christ on the college campus.
growing trees were seen; and meds
Friday afternoon - Registration; were scattered all over' the pine
StudeaQ from the various schools
made talks and led discussions oh Pi Tau Chi tea in Reynolds Hd. straw and leaves.
the prornoUon of worship.
Fdday evening AIabama ColIn the third and last car was a
greater B. S. U. and faithful lege Glee Club in concert at Metho- picture showin$ forest wnlrervaswardship.
,
dist Church; welcome address by tion. Many ways that tho individual
Mixed with the wonhip hours Dr. John Keith Benton, dean of iarmer a n proteat his QWU forest
were periods of fun. After regis- School of Religion at Vanderbilt were exhibited. Also the benefits
tration, the students enjoyed a de- University; open discussion led by that are derived from the forest
lightful banquet. The theme of the Dr. Harold Huston, dean of Bir- and how these benefits can be obmingham-Southern's religious edu- tained were demonstrated.
affair
was "Frlends Forever!'
There are twenty-two million
Along with the deiicious food, a camtion department
Saturday--Symposium canduct& acres of woodland in Alabama, and
program of interesting skits from
various dramas and movies was by Dr. Willlam Graham Echols d over half of this area is unprotectpresented. Another recreation hour the UnIversiQ of Alabama; panel ed. Unprotected regions are those
was in the form of a talent parade discussion on " A Christian of To- sections that fires burn over every
including vocal and instrumental day and Tomorrow," recreation and year, or almost every year. There
were ,5,OBO fires in Alabama in
solos, readhgs and poems given by fellowship.
Sunday - Observance of Lord's tw $1# all of these couId have
representatives from the different
Supper; imhllatiw of new d- keh . w t e d had the logical
cvllegek
m w
used. The old CornAfter the worship hour Sunday ficers; address.
Delegates were sent to the con- r n q Foacstry wi & up in
afternoon, the convention came to
feTence from twelve Alabama
IIDl l@t f was not untn 1958 that
a dose.
-- ..col- were
,.@OO
fi&s in Alabama in
solos, readrtlgs and poems giveii by fellowship: "
Sunday - Observance of Lord's tw $1#
representatives from the different
of these could have
Supper; imhllatiw of new d- keh . w t e d had the logical
cvlleges.
m W k h used. The old CornAfter the worship hour Sunday ficers; address.
Delegates were sent to the con- r n q FQlostry wak & up in
afternoon, the convention came to
f m n c e from twelve Alabama col- IIDl t@t f was not untn 1958 that
a dose.
The J S T C representatives leges, including Auburn. Hunting- our m r n Conservation Forest
were: Willie Ann Harris, Marjorie don, Judson, Livingston. Troy. department was established.
Pyron, Wheeler Hardy, Hellen Pate Snead, University of Alabama, forts are king made everywhere ,l- .
Birmingham-Sogthen put the whole of the large foLandsrs, Billie EngLand, O p a l A t h e n,s:

Religious Conferences Attended

By

Jacksonville Students

FORESTRY TRAIN

-

lfeep rubbing it in. Even Jf our
boys are ineligible, let me tell you
they are still fine and good. When
Piedmont wins a game, the papers
always read. "Jacksonville l o w to
giedmont." But just let Piedmont
have hard luck once in a while and
good.
the reporters put it, "JacksonviIle
i n the second quarter Pi-ont
WALLOPS Piedmont 26 to 0," or
carried the ball down field to the "Alexandria MOPS up Piedmont on
Jacksonville 12 before being held her OWN field, too!'
for downs. Another Purple d
If we, Piedmonters, had won
wes stopped on the JacksonvUle over a bunch of babies 28 to 0, we
%-yard line by the half-time whis- wouldn't feel that we had WALtle.
LOPED anybody. But to our last
JacksonviUeas third quarter scmt two opponents it has been quite an
came in the f3pt couple of minutea unusual ailair--something they can
after the period started. Casey in- hardly imagine. Just think, wintercepted a pass on the Jacksonville ning over Piedmont-why
it is
40 line and ran 22 yards to the wonderfuI. Take it from me, it is
Piedmont 38. On the next play, a rare weaden.
Haywood feU way back and threw
Piedmont's lucky opponents had
a lang pass to Reeves, who caught better ghat aver this ye&s victhe ball on the 18 and ran unhind- tories-it may not happen again.
ered across the gual. The try for
extra counter was blocked.
Shipman got away in the last
quarter for the most spectacular
individual run of the game. The right halfback; Shipman, fullback;
ball had been placed an the F i d - and WMtloFk, Ficldin, WiUamon,
mont 20 by sustained running and Honea, Hill, Cheahv#rood, Holder,
passing when the Jacksonville full- and Green, substitute$.
Piedmont: Kitchens, leit end;
back receitred the ball on a reverse,
fumbled momentarily, then came Penny. left tackle; Miller, left
out of the arms of two or three guard; Palmer, center; Cunning:
would-be tacklers, proceeded to run ham; right guard; T. McAbee, right
over another man or two and scare tackle; Gossett, right end; Sparks,
&mding up. Haywood made the quarterback Little, left halfback;
last Jacksonville touchdown on a S. McAbee, right halibaclr; G. Warwide nine yard run around his own mack, fullback; and Stephens,
Jones, Warrnack, Doyle, Howell,
left end.
The return of Red Reeves to Long. Taylor and Dyer, substitutes.
OfficiaLs: W. MemiU, referee
Coach Horace Lee Stevenson's
starting Ifne-up had added a p e a t (Ala); P. J. MerriR, umpire
deal of strength to the right side CAla); Glass, head linesman (Howof Jacksonville's line. Reeves was ard).
a starter at right end last year, but
has. been out for football thia fall
only a week or so.
Haywopd and Shipman were outstanding in the Jacksonville backfield, while Stanley McAbae, 190
substitub halfback, was the nost
consistent ground gainer for Piedmont. McAbee played in place of
Faulkner, who was not able to dress
out for the conteSt.
The student body put on a parade
before the game. Pauline Tolleson
was elected as sponsor for the event
and Kay Jean Day and Edith Green
were chosen for maids cif honor.
The line-ups:
Jacksonville: Johnson, left ead;
Bryant, left tackle; G i w , left
guard; Parker, center; Wood, right
guard; Amett, rigkt tackle; Reeves,
right end; Maxwell, quarterback;
Haywood, left halfback; Casey,
Reeves, right end, g m d for 13
yards to the 17 line. Shipwent
throug5b the line to the teh stripe,
and Casey lugged the pigskin to
within four steps n-i pay-dirt. On a
line plunge Shipman scored. Haywood's try for extra point was

Auburn's Tigem haven't begun to growl as yet, but they're
always coming up with the unexpected. It's a quegtian whether
or not they'll be able to stop GeorgSa's Fkankie Shkwich, but
the Tigers have been known to do some big
upsetting, and
we should Like to seem them open up against the 13ulldogs next
Satur4ay.
The CaUnoun County football slate bas finally reached a point
where we can attempt to rate the teams % to stretkgtb. First,
comes Annistoa, the annual favorite for the mythical county
championship. The Bulldogs hove been rapidly coming to the
tront as one of North Alabama's best high school elevens. Next
oomes Nexandria, by virtue of iC decLstve win over Pied-ont
Friday qight. The Cubs are rated ought favorites over Jaokson-.
ville & i h in their annual fray. The third dot goes to Oxford
who last Friday won over a fighting Jax squad by one touchdown. Jack90nville and Piedmont follow in that order.
4

Gather round, boys, and lets take our hats off to the fdlow
who originated the idea of home Morgan-Calhoun football games.
V k don't know who$$ idea it is, but it is certainly a good me.
It is welcomed by all the fellows who love the sport, and besidk
giving the literary societies that much needed life, it will dp
much to keep the football spirit alive at JSTC. Of course, though,
beating the Morgans is beyond their fondest ambitions, the Calhouns can be counted on to be in there big, tough, fast, and
(handsoinel.

Brutal. thrilling, daring, dangerous exciting-these
words
are often used in dearibing a football game, but I t seems that
two more words mighb now be a d d d to the above. These are
charity and nobleness. No two words could better describe the
Crippled ChWrens benefit game played in Birmingham between
the Auburn freehman and the "baby bulldogs" of Howard College.
The teams, the games officials, and some Others made the
game. This success might we11 be classred among the noble, for,
they, the participants, gave their time and efiorts free so t q ,
children who are lame might be made well.
P. S. incident all^, the "Bull pups" beat the ''baby Tigers," bgtr
the score of 7-6.

THE CREAMERY
We Specialize In All Sorts of

Sundaes, Malts
and Creams

a

You'll welcome ice-cold Coca-Cola just as often and as surely
as thirst comes. You taste its quality, the quality of genuine
goodness. Ice-cold Gma-tola gives vau the taste that charms
a n A never rlnvc
the feel
d
eahme*.
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STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

Sundaes, Malts
and Creams

'

!
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STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
WELCOME

YOU'I~welcome ice-cold bca-cola iust as often and as sure*

and never cloys. You get the feel of complete refreshment,

Q buoyant refreshmw Thirst asks nothing more.
I
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JACKSONVILLE. *LA.
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BOTTLED UNDER AOTHQRITY OF T H E COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

----a?---
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ALABAMA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

